
#35077, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, CRVENI KRST

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 80 m² €800 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 1 0 1 1 YES NO 1 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 2

Excellent apartment in peaceful street on Crveni krst area, only few minutes away from busy shopping zone of Boulevard of king

Alexander, around Djeram green market. Walking distance of building contains several shops with different content, coffe shops,

pizza shop, and generally amenities for everyday life. Building is new, secured with video surveillance and perfect finishing works

well maintained. Modern look of facade and interior, including granite fitting, inox details, tick wood, etc. Also, it has ramp for

wheelchair, so it is suitable for families with babies. Apartment is comfort and functional, placed on second floor. Large glass

surfaces enables bright space during whole day, but also pleasant living atmosphere. Apartment layout consists out of hallway,

continuing into living room with minimum furniture, with kitchen in extension. Kitchen is semi-separated, but without door, only

bar table. Also, very modern with black-and white cabinet surfaces, and appliances. Two bedrooms are both roomy and with

pastel colours, furnished with closets, and beds will be placed upon request (either double or single). Bathroom is sofisticated,

spacious, with nice shower cabin, and it is next to bedrooms. Great furnishing of modern lines enables adding personal details

according to own taste. Beside closets, there are electric shutters, air conditioners, heating with calorimeter. It has garage space

in -1 level, with enough space for larger car.
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